The patient, the OTC drug, and the pharmacist – an (in)separable triad?
A critical analysis of self-medication
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ABSTRACT
Self-medication can be defined as the use of over-the-counter medications, released at the patient’s request. In order to be effective and to reduce the risk of side effects and iatrogenic accidents, their release should be accompanied by specialist advice, which is the prerogative of the pharmacist. Thus, self-medication requires a drug-patient-pharmacist relationship. This paper highlights some practical aspects of OTC medication. We also present some particular cases of medicines released under the OTC regime, but also of medicines that currently require a prescription, although they were initially released on request.
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INTRODUCTION
Self-medication, according to the dictionary definition, is the consumption of medicines on one’s own initiative, without a prescription. Obviously, such a process requires a minimum of general medical culture and correct information before the actual administration of the medicine(s) in question. According to the legislation in force, medicines from the community pharmacy are issued either on the basis of a medical prescription (type P-RF – prescription that is retained in the pharmacy, P-6L – prescription valid for 6 months, special formulations for psychotropic drugs and narcotics), or on request, in the case of OTC medicines and food supplements [1]. In the media accessible to the general public (radio, television), advertising is allowed only for OTC medicines (and for food supplements, which are not medicines and, consequently, have a much more permissive registration and marketing regime than medicines; however, it is not the subject of this paper). For any medicine requiring a prescription, advertising may be made only in journals intended for health professionals [2]. Moreover, the current COVID-19 pandemic has, however, led to intense, indirect advertising of prescription drugs (azithromycin, dexamethasone, hydroxychloroquine, etc.) or which do not have market authorization in Romania for human use (ivermectin), through televised debates, with pros and cons, before they are (in)validated by clinical trials. However, on social networks, these drugs benefited from an aggressive promotion, which was later reflected in a massive
demand from pharmacies, not always accompanied by the necessary and mandatory prescription (in which case the release from the pharmacy violated the legal rules imposed by orders of minister).

Furthermore, regarding the OTC drug, a few key issues need to be emphasized. Normally, self-medication should mean the release of a medicine on request, accompanied by the necessary advice provided by the pharmacist (method of administration, contraindications, possible side effects). Moreover, the advertising for such a medicine, according to the law, is accompanied by the statement: “This medicine can be dispensed without a prescription. It is recommended that you read the package leaflet or the information on the package carefully. In case of any side effects, talk to your doctor or pharmacist” (our translation) [3].


The proper use of over-the-counter medication involves the relationship between 3 players: the patient, the medication, and the pharmacist (Figure 1).

Any situation in which one of the 3 fundamental elements of self-medication is missing (patient, OTC medicine, pharmacist) can be the cause of severe dysfunctions to the detriment of the patient. Let us further analyze critically some such situations.

Patient – OTC medicine

The lack of the third element (pharmacist) implies the release (the correct term, in this case, is the purchase) of the medicine without being accompanied by specialized advice; it is a common case when the drug is obtained from the supermarket or drugstores (present at will, on the shelf, along with food supplements). Obviously, side effects may occur, even if they are mild or moderate. In addition, a number of contraindications can have severe consequences (e.g. the use of NSAIDs in the last trimester of pregnancy which may induce premature closure of the ductus arteriosus [4], with subsequent cardiopulmonary toxicity in the newborn; although, as stated by the leaflet, it would need to be explained by specialist staff.

OTC drug – patient

Although the lack of the patient in the equation may seem absurd, the situation can, unfortunately, be encountered in practice. It is the case that, in the pursuit of profit, the pharmacist convinces patients to purchase the OTC drugs that they do not need, based on the so-called associated recommendation. There are of course cases in which the recommendation of an OTC is welcome (a gastric protector in case of NSAID administration, a probiotic to restore the intestinal flora after antibiotic therapy, etc.) [5, 6]. But the release of OTC drugs that the patient does not need (vitamins and minerals in the absence of a proven deficiency, various dietary supplements unnecessary in certain conditions - it is known that these products are not intended to treat any disease, but only complement a normal diet) is a process that forces the deontological limits of the profession.

Naturally, self-medication should be supervised by the pharmacist who takes note of the patient's need, informs him/ her about the dose to use, the interval of administration and possible side effects and directs the patient to the doctor in risk situations (vulnerable people or special populations): extreme ages (infants, children, elderly), particular physiological conditions (pregnancy, lactation), particular diet with consequences on oral absorption, conditions affecting
the elimination pathways (liver or kidney failure), co-morbidities, drug interactions [7].

Some particular cases of drugs with OTC status will be presented below (or which previously had such status, but lost it as a result of pharmacovigilance reports).

**ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID**
Considered a common drug, acetylsalicylic acid is a widely used OTC drug, although the risks are not negligible. In analgesic or anti-inflammatory doses, the ulcerogenic effect is important, and the patient’s anamnesis should be performed carefully (gastroduodenal ulcer) [8]. The possibility of worsening pre-existing asthma (aspirin-induced asthma) should also be assessed [9] and prohibited in children with viral infections (risk of Reye’s syndrome) [10]. Even the use of low doses as an antiplatelet agent in the primary/secondary prevention of myocardial infarction remains questionable in terms of risk/benefit balance (in the absence of efficacy proven by aggregation tests and assessment of ulcerative/hemorrhagic risk in sensitive patients) [11].

**COLD AND INFLUENZA PRODUCTS**
The administration of cold and influenza products (such as ibuprofen and pseudoephedrine) should be well-planned. NSAIDs have an ulcerative risk and may reduce the effectiveness of antihypertensive medication [12]; pseudoephedrine as alpha, beta adrenomimetic can induce high blood pressure, can increase heart rate and reduce the effects of some drugs (beta blockers, vasodilators) [13]. In addition, NSAIDs should never be given in the third trimester of pregnancy (risk of premature closure of ductus arteriosus) [4] and present a major risk of drug interactions by displacement from plasma proteins with coumarin anticoagulants (INR monitoring is required) and with sulphonylurea class of oral antidiabetics (risk of hypoglycemia, blood glucose should be monitored, even by the patient by rapid tests) [14].

**PARACETAMOL (ACETAMINOPHEN)**
Used correctly, paracetamol is a safe and effective drug, and can be administered even in special populations (newborns, pregnant women, infants). However, according to Paracelsus’s “solo dosis facit venenum” paradigm, the dose taken at one time (a single high dose) exerts a dose-dependent hepatic toxicity via CYP450-dependent oxidation due to saturation of the two major metabolic pathways (glucurono- and sulfo-conjugation). This toxic pathway leads to the formation of one reactive and toxic metabolite - NAPQI (N-acetyl-p-benzoquinone-imine); this metabolite is detoxified by the intervention of reduced glutathione, therefore the antidote that can be used in extreme cases (acute liver necrosis with life threatening risk) is N-acetylcysteine [15]. Also, the hepatic toxic risk of paracetamol is higher in chronic alcoholics or those with hepatopathies (chronic viral hepatitis, hepatic steatosis, elevated transaminases, concomitant hepatotoxic medication) [16].

**METAMIZOLE SODIUM (NORAMINOPHENAZONE SODIUM METHANESULFONATE, DIPYRONE)**
For a long time, metamizole sodium was an OTC drug widely used in Romania, even if in some countries it never obtained marketing authorization or was withdrawn (USA, Sweden, India, France etc.). At present, it requires a prescription that is retained by the pharmacy. The cause of this change was the relatively frequent cases of agranulocytosis, reported especially in northern Europe [17]. Although widely used as an analgesic and antipyretic, metamizole has not been reported in Romania for such an adverse reaction, but as a precaution, its release has been restricted.

**PROTON PUMP INHIBITORS (PANTOPRAZOLE)**
Frequently used in dyspeptic syndrome, heartburn, gastroesophageal reflux, and gastric hyperacidity, pantoprazole should be used for a limited time; if the patient’s condition does not improve after 1-2 weeks, he/she should be referred to a specialist (gastroenterologist). It should not be forgotten that proton pump inhibitors can mask the symptoms of gastric cancer and, therefore, delay the establishment of the correct diagnosis [18].

**VITAMIN PRODUCTS**
The use of vitamins in doses not exceeding daily recommended intake may be subject to release on request. However, a few remarks are needed:
• some vitamins, used in high doses and in the long term can have unfavorable consequences (ascorbic acid alters urinary pH and promotes oxalic lithiasis [19]; high doses of pyridoxine (as well as deficiency) can cause polyneuritis [20];

• excessive use of pyridoxine during pregnancy (very high doses in the first trimester used in hyperemesis gravidarum continued in the last 2 trimesters may promote convulsions in the newborn by postpartum GABA deficiency [21]; pyridoxine may decrease the effectiveness of L-DOPA by promoting its peripheral decarboxylation (DOPA-decarboxylase or L-aromatic aminoacid decarboxylase is a PLP-dependent enzyme) [22];

• excess of vitamin A has a teratogenic effect in pregnant women (risk category X according to FDA). Vitamin A intake will be strictly monitored during pregnancy! [23]. On the contrary, other vitamins must be supplemented during pregnancy (folic acid decreases the risk of neural tube defects in the newborn) [24].

CONCLUSIONS

Self-medication facilitates the patient’s access to medical services and can be a useful solution in treating mild ailments. However, OTC medicines may have side effects (some severe ones) and clear contraindications, so their release should always be accompanied by specialist advice; the most professionally qualified person to give advice on dosage, side effects, contraindications, and limits of administration is, undoubtedly, the pharmacist.
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